We evaluate the potential of the ATLAS detector for discovering black holes produced at the LHC, as predicted in models with large extra dimensions where quantum gravity is at the TeV scale. We assume that black holes decay by Hawking evaporation to all Standard Model particles democratically. We comment on the possibility to estimate the Planck scale.
Introduction
Black holes will be produced at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) if the fundamental Planck scale is of order a TeV [1, 2] . This scenario occurs in the model of large extra dimensions [3] proposed by Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos and Dvali, where the Standard Model (SM) gauge and matter fields are confined to a 3-dimensional brane while gravity is free to propagate in extra dimensions of large size. This model was motivated by the necessity to solve the hierarchy problem.
Using Gauss' law, the fundamental Planck scale of the (4+n)-dimension M P is related to the 4-dimensional Planck scale M Pl (∼ 10 19 GeV) by
where n is the number of extra dimensions and R is the size of the compactified dimensions. Assuming that the fundamental Planck scale M P is the same as the electroweak scale (∼1 TeV), the case n = 1 yields a very large R (∼ 10 13 cm), ruled out by experiments. For n ≥ 2, the size of R is less than ∼ 10 −2 cm, which does not contradict results of gravitational experiments [4] . From astrophysical constraints [5] , the size of M P is larger than O(TeV) and O(10 TeV) for n = 2 and 3, respectively. In particular, the case of n = 2 would be ruled out from the point of view of the solution of the hierarchy problem [6] .
We consider here black holes of mass M BH much larger than the fundamental Planck scale M P since the phenomenology of black holes at M BH ∼ M P is very complex and beyond the scope of the present study.
For the collision of two partons at a center-of-mass energy √ŝ = M BH , by classical arguments [1] the total cross section is given by
where R S is the Schwarzschild radius:
For proton-proton collisions at the LHC, the differential cross section is given by
, where a and b are partons in protons and f i (x) are the parton distribution functions (PDFs). An exponential suppression of the geometrical cross section has been proposed by Voloshin [7] . However since subsequent studies did not support this result [8] , we do not consider the effect here.
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Black holes decay through several phases [2] : balding, Hawking evaporation (spin-down and Schwarzschild) and Planck phases. Since the Hawking evaporation phase is expected to be the main phase of the decay, we naively consider only this process and assume that a black hole evaporates until its mass becomes zero.
The radiation is characterized by the Hawking temperature T H ,
The heavier the black hole, the colder are its decay products. As it evaporates, its temperature increases but we will ignore the time evolution of black holes in this phase. We assume that the evaporation is described by black body radiation. The energy spectrum of the decay products obeys the Boltzmann distribution [1] :
where x ≡ E/T H and c is a constant, which depends on the quantum statistics of the decay products, i.e., c = −1, +1, 0 for bosons, fermions and Boltzmann statistics, respectively. In this study, we use c = 0 for all particles. Certain conservation laws are obeyed in the decay of back holes. We assume that black holes decay "democratically", i.e., with roughly equal probability to all of the SM particles.
In this paper, we present the discovery potential of the black holes at the LHC. We describe a method of estimation of the fundamental Planck scale M P from the discovery potential.
The outline of this paper is as follows: the simulation conditions and description of signal and background samples are given in Section 2. Our original generator of the black holes is explained in detail in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe the event selection and the reconstruction and finally, a conclusion is given in Section 5.
Simulation
The generator, developed for the purpose of this study, is described in Section 3. Initial state parton showers, hadronisation and decay are performed using PYTHIA 6.2 [9] . All background samples are generated by PYTHIA 6.2. CTEQ5L is used for the parton distribution function.
All samples are processed through the parameterized simulator, ATLFAST [10] , of the ATLAS detector. The energy resolutions and efficiencies for jet and particle reconstruction are corrected using the results of the full detector simulation.
Signal
We have generated signal samples for the various values of (M P , n) listed in Table 1 . We have generated black holes whose mass M BH is larger than M P . Factorization and renormalization scales are set to a mass M BH of the generated black hole. We call the lower limit of a black hole mass a threshold mass M th BH = f th BH × M P . We assume that 2 the energy spectrum of all the products from the black hole decay obeys the Boltzmann distribution. 
Background
Our background samples are listed in Table 2 . We use kinematical cuts at generation level to save CPU time and storage space of the data. The lower limit for the energy in the center-of-mass of initial partons, is set to 50 GeV for all the samples. The lower limit for the transverse momentum in the rest frame of initial partonsp min T , is also used as shown in Table 2 . 
Generator
A black hole generator was developed for this study, based on the assumptions and approximations discussed in Section 1 1 . We require the following conditions for the decay of black holes:
• The number of fermions constrained by spin conservation • Option of implementing Voloshin suppression [7] We can select whether to apply the B − L conservation and the Voloshin suppression, but they are switched off (no B − L conservation and no Voloshin suppression) in this study.
For the production of the black holes, we use the Eq. (1) of Section 1. Using the PDFs, the types of partons in the initial hard scattering are selected randomly.
Spin Conservation
We require that the number of fermions in the decay products of the black holes be even or odd according to the parity of the number of initial state fermions. Note that we do not consider gravitons in this study.
Four-Momentum Conservation and Boltzmann Distribution
We assume that the energy spectrum of the decay products follows a Boltzmann distribution. However, since energy and momentum must be conserved, all particles cannot be sampled randomly from that distribution. We do not allow the case N = 2 since it is fully constrained. For N ≥ 3, particle energies are successively sampled from the Boltzmann distribution until the summed energy exceeds the mass of the black hole. The last particle is then given the energy required by the energy constraint. The first N − 2 particles are assigned random directions and the last two are emitted in a direction such as to conserve overall momentum.
Color Conservation
Color is assumed conserved in the decay of black holes. Color is assigned to the initial partons and color connection is implemented. As an example, if the initial partons are two gluons, we select randomly either apair or a gluon from the final state partons, if present. We then connect the colors as shown in Figure 1 . If nopair or gluon is present, the color connection must be applied between the two initial state gluons, if possible. Another example of color connection when the initial partons are a quark and a gluon is shown in Figure 1 .
For the remaining partons, color connection is applied between pairs with closest opening angle. If there is an odd gluon remaining, it is connected to thepair or a gg pairs or to the initial partons. 
Democratic Decay
We assume a democratic decay, constrained by the conservation laws. The number of degrees of freedom for each particle takes into account charge, spin and color. We do not consider gravitons in this study. The mass of the SM Higgs is set at 120 GeV. Events are produced where the types of particles are chosen randomly with the probabilities listed in Table 3 and are accepted only if conservation laws can be applied. )) since the LHC is a proton-proton collider. We have also generated signal samples with (M P , n, f th BH )= (1, 3, 9) in order to analyze events with high multiplicity of decay products. As the multiplicity of decay products becomes larger, the proportion of the different types of products becomes closer to the values of Table 3 , even when many conservations are imposed, as can be seen shown in Figures 5 (c) and (d). When there is no charge and spin conservation, the ratios are almost the same as the values of Table 3 , as shown at |PDG code| normalized to unity (e) PDG code for (1,3,9) (f) |PDG code| for (1,3,9) in no charge and spin conservation.
in no charge and spin conservation. Table 3 . 9
Figures 6 show various distributions of the decay products: p T , p z , energy, η and φ. Distributions of p z , η and φ of the products are symmetric as expected. Energy (GeV) normalized to unity 
Analysis
Although the expressions for black hole production given in Section 1 are not valid at M BH ∼ M P , our BH generator applies them in all the regions where M BH > M P in this study.
Selection Criteria and Reconstruction
The following cuts are applied in order to select and reconstruct black holes (BHs):
• For a precise reconstruction of the BH, it is necessary to remove particles produced in the stage of initial state radiations (ISRs). Because the particles from ISRs tend to have small p T and large |η|, as shown in Figures. 7 and 8 , the following requirements are applied to particles in each event (ISR-cut) :
• • Of all the particles passing the ISR-cut, more than three are required to have energy larger than 300 GeV (E > 300 GeV), and moreover, at least one of them has to be either an electron or a photon. This latter requirement is to suppress backgrounds. Figure 9 shows the distributions of the number of energetic particles in each event, where γq event is one of the largest contribution in the backgrounds as shown in Table 4 . It is seen that this multiplicity cut on energetic particles is very effective.
• We require the event shape variable R 2 to be less than 0.8 (R 2 < 0.8). R 2 represents an event topology and it is defined by Fox-Wolfram moments as follows:
where H i is the i-th Fox-Wolfram moments, j and k are ID numbers of tracks, p * j is the momentum of the track j in the rest frame of BH, φ jk is the opening angle between the tracks j and k , and P i (x) is the Legendre polynomial. E is obtained by summing up the energies of particles passing the ISR-cut, calculated in the rest frame of BH. R 2 ranges from 0 to 1 (0 ≤ R 2 ≤ 1) as can be seen from Figure 10 which shows the R 2 distribution for signal andevents with or without selection criteria. Since lower value of R 2 indicates more spherical event, we removeevents here.
Number of energetic particles • E T < 100 GeV. For a precise calculation of BH mass, events with high missing energy are rejected here.
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The black hole mass is then reconstructed from the 4-momenta of the remaining muons, electrons, gammas and jets as follows:
where p i is a reconstructed four-momentum of each particle.
The quality of the reconstructed mass of the BH is discussed in Appendix A.
Discovery Potential
We have evaluated the discovery potential for the following cases of (M P ,n):
by using the selection criteria described in Section 4.1. Because M P is an unknown parameter, we cannot set the proper cut value for the lower limit of M BH . Therefore we consider various values as follows and evaluate S/ √ B in each case:
The M BH distributions are shown in Figure 11 for different values of M P with n = 3. These are obtained after all the selection criteria have been applied. The histograms represent the sum of signals and backgrounds with the cross-hatched part showing only backgrounds. Note that M min BH is set to 1 TeV for this figure. 14 (a) M P =1 TeV Tables 4-6 show the number of events passing the selection criteria for background (BG) processes and signal events with various (M P ,n). The number is normalized for Ldt=10 fb −1 . The values of efficiency are listed only for M min BH = 1 TeV. As can be seen in Table 4 , γq process has the highest efficiency, but the background is dominated by theprocess owing to its large cross section. The total number of BG events is found to be ∼ Tables 5 and 6 , the efficiency for signal events is ∼ 1% in all cases of (M P ,n). It is relatively lower when M P = 1 TeV or 7 TeV because signal events are more likely to be rejected by the M min BH cut in the case of smaller M P , or they have a large E T for larger M P .
We calculate S/ √ B from the data of Tables 4-6 and estimate L discovery dt -the integrated luminosity with which discovery is achieved. Here the condition of discovery 16 The results for S/ √ B and L discovery dt are shown in Table 7 -8 and 9 respectively. We require that M min BH be larger than M P to calculate integrated luminosities for BH discovery. In Table 9 , the shaded values indicate the most favorable cut in M min BH in each case of (M P ,n). From these tables, we see that the discovery can be accomplished within L discovery dt ≤ 1 fb −1 in all cases of n if M P is less than ∼ 5 TeV. Figure 12 gives a contour plot for L discovery dt in (M P ,n) plane. We find that the discovery potential hardly depends on n but has a strong dependence on M P . This is due to the fact that the cross section is a strong function of M P but not of n, as shown in Tables 5 and 6 . From this relation between M P and L discovery dt, M P can be determined by how early the discovery is accomplished. In a quantitative point of view, it is found that the excess of events is detected in ∼ 1 month at low luminosity ( Ldt=1 fb −1 ) if M P < 5 TeV, and discovery within only one day ( Ldt=100 pb −1 ) can be expected if M P < 4 TeV. As was previously mentioned, the BH model we assumed here is valid only when M BH ≫ M P . As M BH approaches M P , the theory of BH production becomes very complex. If we consider events with reconstructed M BH > 5 TeV in the case of M P = 1 TeV, we find that we need ∼5 pb −1 instead of ∼0.1 pb −1 to discover black holes. However the events include black holes whose generated mass was less then 5 TeV. When black holes with mass greater than 5 TeV are generated, we find that we need ∼10 pb −1 . Considering that the model of BH formation and decay is valid only for M BH ≫ M P , we show, in Figure 13 , an evaluation of the discovery potential of BHs when the cut M min BH > M P + 1 TeV is applied. Although more integrated luminosity is required, it is clear that an excess of events will still be easily observed within a few days of running, for M P values up to a few TeV. 
Conclusion
We have studied the potential to observe black holes with the ATLAS detector at the LHC. We developed a generator of black holes with simple assumptions for the production and decay process, taking the expressions in Section 1 as valid in the full region of the black hole mass M BH > M P . We find an excess of events from the Standard Model backgrounds for the integrated luminosity of 1 fb −1 (∼ 1 month at low luminosity) if M P < 5 TeV and with the integrated luminosity of 100 pb −1 (∼ 1 day) if M P < 4 TeV. If we assume validity when M BH > M P + 1 TeV, the required luminosities are slightly larger.
We also proposed a simple method to estimate the Planck scale M P . It will be necessary to find a way to estimate the number of large extra dimensions n and to identify the excess as the black holes. The development of more realistic black hole generators is also important for more detail studies.
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A Reconstructed Mass of Black Hole
The resolution in the reconstructed mass of the BH depends on various factors. We investigate reasons of the overestimation and the underestimation on the reconstructed mass M BH as follows. There are contaminations from particles arising from the initial state radiation and from the spectator proton fragments of the hard scattering. We call these particles "ISRs/SPECs". Figures 15 show M BH −M true BH distributions of the events with no neutrino. We compare the difference in mass when all particles are used and when ISRs/SPECs are excluded. The generator information is used to determine whether a particle comes from ISRs/SPECs. We can see that the overestimation of a black hole mass is due to the contaminations of ISRs/SPECs.
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(a) (M P , n, f We perform various corrections:(1) we subtract the momentum of particles which are selected by our criteria but come from ISRs/SPECs, from the reconstructed mass M BH , (2) add the momentum of neutrinos, (3) add the momentum of particles which do not come from ISRs/SPECs but are removed by our selection criteria, as shown at Figures 17 . We can see that the reconstructed mass is improved by these corrections as we expected. From these results we understand that the overestimation of M BH is caused by the contamination of particles from the initial state radiation and the spectators while the underestimation is due to the missing energy of neutrinos.
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(a) (M P , n, f th BH )=(1,3,1) (b) (M P , n, f th BH )= (1,3,6 ) (c) (M P , n, f th BH )= (1,3,9 
